
RegionSocial ClassAgeSex
Wales

&North
Scot-SouthEng-Mid-South
landWestlandlandsEastDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

87140249263267291182264269189164182215175815274791006Unweighted base

881402472622682522112922512021511712011711115234831006Weighted base

Having an inheritance tax on the value of the assets people leave when they die is a fair way of raising some of the money a Government needs

173554558763407371504139484028114133247Agree
19%25%22%21%32%25%19%25%28%25%27%23%24%23%26%22%28%25%

6810218720217517916521217813910812814813081393342734Disagree
77%73%76%77%65%71%78%73%71%69%72%75%74%76%74%75%71%73%

-21-2311-2-11--145Refused
-2%*-1%1%1%*-1%-1%1%--*1%*

415646553101331115419Don't know
4%1%2%2%1%3%2%2%1%5%1%1%2%1%1%3%1%2%

Inheritance tax should be scrapped and the Government should instead raise the money it currently gets from inheritance
tax by putting an extra penny in the pound on the basic rate of income tax

578214616614415712316814714297981089060328267595Agree
65%59%59%63%54%62%58%58%58%71%64%57%54%53%54%63%55%59%

27499489117848211398524867897447174203377Disagree
31%35%38%34%44%33%39%39%39%26%32%39%44%43%42%33%42%37%

-2--13---2-1---123Refused
-2%--*1%---1%-*---***

4678676117565474211031Don't know
4%5%3%3%2%3%3%4%3%3%4%3%2%4%4%4%2%3%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 1
Q.1 If all of a person's assets combined - including their house and any savings they have - are worth more than £275,000 when they die, inheritance
tax has to be paid at a rate of 40 pence out of every pound above this threshold.
Please say whether you agree or disagree with the following statements about inheritance tax?
Base: All respondents
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If there is an inheritance tax it should only affect very rich people so the starting level should be much higher than £275,000

6510718219820919115222319415912512615411879406354760Agree
74%76%73%76%78%76%72%77%77%79%83%74%77%69%71%78%73%76%

213158615654536653372643454925104122226Disagree
23%22%23%23%21%21%25%23%21%19%17%25%22%29%23%20%25%22%

-1-1121--1-11--212Refused
-1%-**1%*--1%-**--***

3283255344-124712617Don't know
3%1%3%1%1%2%2%1%2%2%-1%1%2%6%2%1%2%

I have had to take inheritance tax into account - either in relation to the house and other assets of
an elderly relative, or my own house and assets when I die

3955921151128974124126826369796853193220413Agree
44%40%37%44%42%35%35%42%50%40%42%41%39%40%48%37%46%41%

477613313414113612415311710178931149452287244531Disagree
54%54%54%51%53%54%59%53%47%50%52%55%57%55%47%55%51%53%

-1--12---1*1---212Refused
-1%--*1%---1%**---***

382213142413148181089106421859Don't know
3%6%9%5%5%10%6%5%3%9%6%4%4%6%6%8%4%6%
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Please say whether you agree or disagree with the following statements about inheritance tax?
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